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Scope of the Journal
ISSN: 1743-5099 (Print), ISSN: 1743-5102 (Online)
IJFSE proposes and fosters discussions on the definition and
identification of methods, techniques, approaches, patterns
and tools for systemic analysis and investigation of software
failures encompassing the retrospective analysis of the impact
on processes for software products and systems
specification, design, development and maintenance.
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IJFSE publishes original research papers, technical and
experience reports, case studies and conference reports.
Special Issues devoted to relevant topics in related
research areas will occasionally be published.
Topics covered include:
• Software defect analysis methods and tools
• Mathematical and statistical models for data
analysis and correlations
• Formal methods
• Product and process metrics collection and
analysis
• Simulation techniques and environments
• System and service engineering
• Systems and services science
• Software integrity
• Domain-specific software engineering
techniques and languages
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• Novel software
engineering methodologies
• Software development environments and
CASE tools
• Software testing, analysis and verification
• Software understanding and reengineering
• Measurement, metrics, estimation methods,
and empirical studies
• Software quality assurance
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